Innovation Lightning Round Session Guidelines for Presenters:

- These 60 minute sessions are multiple-speaker events that keep presentations concise and fast-paced. Each individual presentation is 10 minutes in length and five presentations will be grouped in each timeslot. We will include time for a short introduction by the session moderator at the beginning, and a Q&A time at the end for all 5 presenters.

- Like the Neapolitan sessions, there will be three Innovation Lightning Round sessions scheduled simultaneously in three large ballrooms.

- Presenters are asked to arrive for the session about 15 minutes early to load their slides on the laptop in the assigned meeting room ahead of time.

- Keeping on schedule is critical so a member of the conference team will act as official time keeper and insure that presenters keep to their allotted time of 10 minutes. *We highly recommend setting a timer to advance your slides automatically in order to be sure you stay within the allotted presentation time.*

- Please contact Bobby Hollandsworth, Conference Director and session moderator, with any questions at hollan4@clemson.edu.